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 Some simple bank economics

Why SVB was so vulnerable?

How has the industry evolved over the last 25 years?

Going-forward regulatory implications
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 Bank assets = 100 book value of Treasuries; coupon is 2%; 
duration is 10 years.

Market rate is 2%, so assets have market value MVA = 100.

 Bank has 90 of deposits that pay 1%.

 Bank has 10 of book equity.

Market value of deposits MVD = 90*1%/2% = 45.  Or said 
differently, deposit franchise has value of 90 – 45 = 45.

 So market value of equity MVE = 100 – 45 = 55. 

 Reflects ability to  pay sub-market rate on deposits. 4



MVA = 100 – 3%*10 = 70. (10-year duration➝ 1% move in 
rates changes bond value by 10%)

 Assume depositors are so sleepy that they continue to 
accept 1% rate on deposits.

Market value of deposits MVD = 90*1%/5% = 18.  Or said 
differently, deposit franchise now has value of 90 – 18 = 72.

 So market value of equity MVE = 70 – 18 = 52: virtually 
unchanged, in spite of large decline in MVA.

 Key intuition:  deposits are effectively long duration 
liability, so act as a hedge against long duration assets.

 In this case, MTM losses on assets due to rate increases not 
a concern. 5



 Assume deposit rate goes to 3% (an increase of 2%, or 2/3 
of the change in market rates).

Market value of deposits MVD = 90*3%/5% = 54.  Or said 
differently, deposit franchise has value of 90 – 54 = 36.

 So market value of equity MVE = 70 – 54 = 16: ouch. Now a 
big decline in MVE, as more rate-sensitive deposits are no 
longer as good a hedge for long-duration assets.
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 Assume deposit are stable (no runs), but rate goes to 
market rate of 5%. 

Market value of deposits MVD = 90.  Or said differently, 
deposit franchise has no value.

 So market value of equity MVE = 70 – 90 = -20: bank is 
economically insolvent.

 If deposits are insured, there need be no run, but the bank 
would slowly bleed out over time, as net interest margin 
and income decline.
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 Assume depositors are uninsured, and they all run.

 Bank has assets with MVA = 70, deposit claims of 90: it fails 
immediately.

 Lack of insurance plus usual run dynamics turns what 
might have been a slow-burn solvency problem into a 
dramatic liquidity crisis. 

 Run here is not caused by illiquidity of assets as in 
Diamond-Dybvig, but rather by loss of deposit franchise 
value in a run.
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Conventional bank accounting and regulatory treatment—
e.g., not flowing through MTM losses on securities into 
regulatory capital—only makes sense if depositor base is 
highly sticky and sleepy, i.e., if deposits don’t reprice.

 Run vulnerability is driven by interaction of: (i) large MTM 
losses relative to capital; and (ii) high fraction of uninsured 
depositors.
 SVB is poster child: at 90th percentile of unrecognized 

losses/assets; at 99th percentile of uninsured deposits.
  92.5% of deposits were uninsured (!)

 Even without runs, if deposit betas are higher than 
anticipated, this can be a significant long-run solvency 
problem for the banking sector. 9
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 From 2018 to 2022, SVB deposits (almost entirely 
uninsured) grow by a factor of 3.50x.

 Loans grow only by a factor of 2.62x.

 Securities (mostly agency MBS) grow by a factor of 5.08x!

Growth is deposit-led, lending opportunities don’t keep 
up, so deposits go mostly into MBS.

 Turns out to be something of an exaggerated allegory for 
banking industry as a whole. 12



 Jiang et al (2023) estimate unrecognized losses of $2T for 
aggregate banking system due to increased rates.
Not only in securities that can be marked-to-market, 

but also imputed for illiquid loans like mortgages.

Drechsler et (2023) estimate is similar: $1.7T.

 These numbers are close to aggregate bank equity 
capital of $2.1T.

How scary? Will depend on extent of deposit repricing.

 Seems plausible that—especially given recent events—
depositors will be more rate-sensitive than usual. 13



 In October 2008, FDIC implements Temporary Liquidity 
Guarantee Program (TLGP).

 TLGP has two parts: (1) Transaction Account Guarantee 
Program, for all noninterest-bearing transaction accounts; 
and (2) Debt Guarantee Program, for certain newly issued 
senior unsecured debt.

 TLGP a powerful tool to take run risk off the table.

 But Dodd-Frank Act now prevents FDIC from doing this 
again without explicit approval of Congress.
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 FDIC invokes systemic risk exemption to bail out 
uninsured depositors of SVB and Signature Bank.

 First Republic is sold to JP Morgan; FDIC provides loss-
sharing agreement.

 Fed invokes 13(3) authority to create Bank Term Funding  
Program (BTFP): lend up to one year against Treasury and 
agency collateral.
Crucially, value collateral at par, not market value.
 Facility is backstopped with $25B from Treasury 

Exchange Stabilization Fund.
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 2013: Fed exempts non-GSIB banks from flowing through 
losses on AFS securities to regulatory capital.

 2018 legislation: raises ceiling from $50B to $250B for 
banks to be exempt from enhanced prudential standards.
 E.g., stress tests, liquidity coverage ratio.

On-site supervision: seems clear that supervisors were 
too slow to act on glaring concerns with SVB.
General over-bureaucratization of process, or hands-off 

signals sent by Board Vice-Chair for supervision?
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May need to accept reality that all deposits will be de facto 
insured, whether this is explicitly codified or not.

 And perhaps all non-deposit sources of short-term funding.

 If so, how to respond?

More equity capital in regional and smaller banks?

More long-term debt that can safely be allowed to take 
losses, and that may have some incentive to pay attention 
to bank health?
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 Banks have seen huge growth in uninsured deposits.

 And we’ve learned that technology and social media 
can dramatically accelerate speed of runs. 

 The key policy question: how to deal with this 
increased run risk?
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 (1) Make the world safe for large volumes of (currently) 
uninsured deposits.
 Premise: they are crucial for traditional bank 

intermediation, e.g., funding loans to small business.
 Some argue for significant expansion of deposit insurance.

 (2) More skepticism re uninsured deposits; may want policy 
to lean against them in some way.
 Are these deposits really funding intermediation-intensive 

loans?
 There are potential risks/costs to extending blanket 

deposit insurance.
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General picture: very rapid growth of deposits, especially 
uninsured deposits.

 Slower growth of traditional information-intensive bank 
lending, in part due to migration of corporate credit 
outside banking system. 

 As a result, bank assets have skewed increasingly towards 
securities, primarily MBS.

 Slides that follow are based on ongoing work with Sam 
Hanson, Victoria Ivashina, Laura Nicolae, Adi Sunderam, 
and Dan Tarullo
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sharp dip around GFC is the temporary 
transactions guarantee (TAG) program 
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Overall, banks make fewer loans, and hold more cash and 
securities, than they did 20 years ago. Lending has 
migrated outside of banking sector.

 Banks’ business model is now more tilted to funneling 
deposits, increasingly uninsured deposits, into MBS.

Consistent with value creation coming more from the 
deposit franchise, and less from traditional information-
intensive monitoring and lending.

 Uninsured deposits do not seem particularly important for 
funding banks’ informationally-intensive loans today.
 Banks with high uninsured deposits make fewer loans. 29



 Reality is that many banks are using uninsured deposits 
primarily to fund e.g., mortgage backed-securities holdings.
 SVB is illustrative in this sense.

 This can be done with less systemic risk and taxpayer 
exposure outside the banking sector, say by bond funds.

 So may want to find ways to encourage this, while at the same 
time reducing the systemic risks associated with uninsured 
deposits.
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 Adapt Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) so that banks are 
required to back uninsured deposits one-for-one with 
highly liquid short-term cash or securities (T-bills, 
reserves).

 And pre-position Treasuries with Fed so they can be 
monetized on demand.

 Like a narrow bank, but just for uninsured deposits.

No need for any new legislation.
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 Egan et al (2021) estimate that 2/3 of the median bank’s 
value comes from its deposit franchise; may be even 
higher for regionals.

 If technology leads to increased deposit betas going 
forward, this may wreak havoc on many banks’ core 
business models.

Would imply a need for significant consolidation and 
wringing out of excess capacity. 

 In a world with considerable hostility to bank mergers.
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